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desks or tables are colored crayons and sheets of drawing
paper. With these materials the first-grade child \vill picture
for others his ideas, illustrate stories, and combine familiar
forms into art patterns. With clay he will mould articles
interesting to himself or valuable as possible gifts to his
mother or other relatives.
LEARNING    TO    READ9
Reading Readiness. — Neither the policy of delaying the
teaching of reading beyond the age at which the majority of
children learn to read nor the teaching of reading only to
children who express an interest in it has proved to be
entirely satisfactory. The children in schools in which
reading has not been systematically taught are embarrassed
by the superior ability which their friends in other schools
show. The children who do not choose to learn to read by
the end of the third grade begin to feel that they are peculiar
or "dumb" when they compare themselves with their class-
mates. For these reasons certain progressive schools which
previously delayed systematic instruction in reading until
the child manifested a definite desire to learn to read are
changing their policy and are now making every effort to
teach the second grade children to read, write, and use
numbers in a social setting that demands these skills. Such
a demand is made by the activities of the progressive school.
The storekeepers, the editors and printers of class papers, the
secretaries of clubs and class meetings need a knowledge of
reading, writing, and arithmetic.
The child who has a rich, varied, and grammatically cor-
rect oral language ability and an interest in getting ideas
from printed material is usually ready for reading. The
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